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Tel.: +49 176-34423203 (D) or +1(647)6745587 (WhatsApp-Contact)
Mail: t.kamp@grid-connection-planning.com
Office: Arnstadt/Germany

Who we are:
We are an engineering company, which specializes in renewable energy, including electrical engineering
and networks operation and which has been active internationally since the beginning of 2017.
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Many years of professional experience combined with our knowledge makes us experts in the energy
industry. As project developers and network operators, we understand work processes and issues (see
references on our website.) In addition, we have a unique database collection compiled from over 100
years of connection planning for the renewable energy. We want you to profit from it through the good
network of valuable contacts of our employees, currently seven people, from science and politics!
What we offer:

As a junction between equipment manufacturers, equipment certifiers (only in Germany), users and
network operators, we know the work and planning processes very precisely. We would like to offer you
support in all areas of electrical planning/connection in the design phase of your project, as well as after
commissioning.
We are also always at your side in case of problems with the equipment.
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What distinguishes us / range of our services:
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- receiving all electrical components at the manufacturer's factory along with expert assessment
- we guarantee current and tailor-made professional service on a par with the technical development through
very good networking with scientific establishment
- we can offer engineering services at low prices through working from a home office
- electrical grid connection’s analysis (connection concepts) according to European and American standards
- development of network and connection plans (thematic cartography) according to international standards;
free update service
- flexible working hours (24/7)
- manufacturer-independent assessment on behalf of our customers
- transparency in calculations (also suitable for non-technicians)
- worldwide operation, if necessary (separate prices on request)
- technical/economic assessment of tenders and offers for your components
- network calculations for your connection project at a fixed price, irrespective of plan changes, e.g.
by authorization process; i.e., no extra cost for expansion within 2 years
- consulting services regarding the development of new markets / location analysis
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www.netzanschlussplanung.de

www.grid-connection-planning.com
www.travel-maps.com

(in preparation)

